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Application form for Swedish Personal Data Act
The information you provide will be processed in accordance with the Swedish Personal Data Act
(Personuppgiftslagen, SFS 1998:204).
The information that you provide directly on your application form – and also the information provided
indirectly when you book and log the use of tools or register your presence in the cleanroom
laboratory via the card readers at the laboratory entrance – will be used for the following purposes:
- statistics and documentation of laboratory usage
- invoicing of laboratory usage
- checking of who is present in the cleanroom laboratory in case of an emergency
This data will be stored in the Electrum Lab LIMS laboratory information management system, and
will be retained by KTH for the length of time determined for EU projects.
The following parties will have access to your personal data:
- Administrators of the Myfab LIMS laboratory information management system
Under the Swedish Personal Data Act (1998:204) anyone who is registered in the Electrum Lab LIMS
user database is entitled to a copy of the information stored in the database that relates to that
person. If you would like a copy of the data about you stored in the Electrum Lab LIMS user database,
you need to apply in writing and sign the application personally. The application should be sent to the
following address.
KTH
Att: Personal data representative
Brinellvägen 8
SE-100 44 Stockholm
You are entitled to request that KTH correct, block or remove data relating to you if the data has not
yet been processed in accordance with the Personal Data Act. To do this, contact KTH at
info@electrumlab.se. You have the right to withdraw your consent to having your data processed by
KTH, however be aware that any such withdrawal of consent cannot be backdated.
I have read and understood the above and consent to my personal data being processed as set out
above. I understand that it is necessary to agree to these conditions regarding the handling of my
personal data in Myfab LIMS in order to obtain a Myfab LIMS account, which allows me to use the
LIMS tools.
Date

Signature

E-mail:

Name in block letters

